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SPECIFICATIONS FOR HUMAN FACTORS
GUIDING DOCUMENTS

A report prepared by W. Rhodes, I.J. Szlapetis and C. MacGregor, Rhodes & Associates Inc.,
under contract to the Atomic Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

This report specifies the content, function and appearance of three proposed human factors
guiding documents to be used by the Atomic Energy Control Board and its licensees. These
three guiding documents, to be developed at a later date, are: (a) Human Factors Process
Guide; (b) Human Factors Activities Guide; and (c) Human Factors Design Integration
Guide.

The specifications were developed by examining the best documents as identified in a
previous contract with the AECB {Review of Human Factors Guidelines and Methods by
W. Rhodes, I. Szlapetis et al. 1992), and a brief literature review. The best features and
content were selected from existing documents and used to develop specifications for the
guiding documents. The developer of the actual guides would use these specifications to
produce comprehensive and consolidated documents at a later date.

RÉSUMÉ

Le présent rapport précise le contenu, la fonction et la présentation des trois guides proposés
concernant les facteurs humains que devront utiliser la Commission de contrôle de l'énergie
atomique et ses titulaires de permis. Ces trois guides sont a) le Human Factors Process
Guide; b) le Human Factors Activities Guide; et c) le Human Factors Design Integration
Guide.

Les caractéristiques ont été mises au point grâce à l'examen des meilleurs documents
disponibles lors d'une étude à contrat pour le compte de la CCEA {Review of Human Factors
Guidelines and Methods, par W. Rhodes, I. Szlapetis et al., 1992) et d'un bref examen
d'autres documents sur le sujet. Les auteurs ont retenu les meilleurs éléments des documents
existants afin d'élaborer les caractétistiques dont le rédacteur se servirait pour produire des
guides complets et consolidés.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the authors assume
liability with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use of the information
contained in this publication.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Regardless of how advanced the system, human interaction with the system at some level
always occurs. It is, therefore, of great importance that this human-machine interaction be
optimized through the application of human factors principles to reduce the likelihood of
error. This document contains specifications for the development of guides which could assist
designers, engineers, human factors practitioners, and managers in making design, operation
and maintenance decisions which impact favourably upon system safety.

This project is a follow up of a previous contract (Reference 1: Review of Human Factors
Guidelines and Met/tods by Rhodes et al.,1992), which contains annotated bibliographies and
listings of some of the best human factors guideline documents and methods available. It was
apparent that no single document encompassed all of the information on the human factors
process, activities and specific design criteria that personnel working in the Canadian nuclear
field would need. Therefore, the Atomic Energy Control Board has undertaken to direct the
development of a family of reference documents by first having the function, content and
appearance of these proposed documents planned and specified in the present report. The
developer of the actual guides would use these specifications to produce comprehensive and
consolidated documents at a later date.

It was decided that effective implementation of human factors principles requires a systems
approach, which includes management. The first document to be specified is therefore a
higher level Human Factors Process Guide. This document will contain general
considerations and rationale regarding the administration of human factors analysis, design,
implementation, and evaluation/testing activities. These activities will be described in a
separate document, the Human Factors Activities Guide. Information specific to integration
of human factors principles into the facility, control rooms, workstations and equipment of
Canadian nuclear facilities will be contained in the Human Factors Design Integration
Guide.

The specifications for the above three guides were developed by examining the best
documents as identified in Reference 1, above, and a brief literature review. The best features
and content were selected from existing documents and used to develop specifications for the
actual guides. The resulting document specifies that the guide developer should expand upon
the outlined topics in these specifications by providing human factors considerations, rationale
and references to sources of detailed information. Specifications for each of the three guides
are presented in the appendices of this report.
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Specifications for Human Factors Guiding Documents

1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

The AECB has undertaken to direct the development of a family of reference human factors
documents for the Canadian nuclear industry. In Reference 1, the most applicable
guidelines, standards and handbooks on human factors were identified and described. The
best human factors documents and methods were selected and critiqued. These documents
and methods were rated for their applicability to the nuclear facilities, their validity within
the human factors community, their practicality in application, and their completeness in
coverage of the important issues and areas. A listing of human factors guidelines documents
and methods and their ratings according to a number of criteria are documented in
Reference 1.

1.2 Purpose of this Report

The development of three new guiding documents is planned (see Figure 1-1): a high level
process document, a human factors analysis methods document, and a human factors design
guide. The purpose of the present report is to develop the specifications for the following
guides:

(a) Human Factors Process Development Guide

(b) Human Factors Activities Guide

(c) Human Factors Design Integration Guide

The resulting guides, once developed, will provide the AECB and the licensees with a clear,
concise reference for human factors process development, human factors design integration,
and approaches to human factors activities.

1.3 Scope of the Project

The present report deals solely with the development of specifications for guiding documents
to be created in the future.

1.4 Approach

The following tasks were performed:

i) examination of the attributes of the best guidelines and methods identified in
Reference 1;
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Figure 1-1 : Relationship of the specifications to other AECB human factors documents
Elements from the best documents identified by Reference 1 were used to develop the
specifications (present work) for the future writing of the three guides.



ii) identification of the best qualities of existing guidelines and methods, as well
as identifying other useful qualities not present in existing examples:

iii) creation of a set of specifications for the development of a series of
documents to be used by the AECB and its licensees.

1.5 Philosophical Basis for the Specifications

The specifications contained in this report have been prepared from the systems perspective.
It was recognized that licensees require more than a list of procedures or design criteria.
The guiding documents that will be developed according to these specifications must NOT
be of the "cookbook" variety. They must, however, provide clear rationale, approaches, and
principles.

For example, the human factors (HF) Process Development Guide should provide the
licensee (program/department manager) with a description and rationale of the range of
activities necessary for human factors integration with facilities, systems, and equipment.

The proposed documents have been labelled "guides". This has been done to indicate their
guiding nature. The use of the term guide is in the strict sense of the word: "something that
provides a person with guiding information" (Webster's Dictionary, 1976).

Each part of the specifications has a specialized scope of discussion. The first part covers
only the development of the human factors process within the nuclear facility. This specifies
the Human Factors Process Guide to include the general processes for human factors
program management, implementation of human factors analysis, integration of human
factors into design, and test and evaluation for effective human factors integration.

Since analysis precedes design in the human factors process, the next logical part of this
phase is the Specifications for the Human Factors Activities Guide. This document presents
requirements for the guide to present descriptions and rationale for various human factors
activities. The diversity of applications in the Canadian nuclear field requires a tailored
human factors approach to be effective. Thus, this document is not intended to be a
"cookbook" for human factors activities.

The third document presents the future guide developer with requirements for writing the
Human Factors Design Integration Guide. This guide has been specified to include
rationale for human factors design considerations throughout all areas of a nuclear facility,
with references to appropriate design criteria and standards.

The outputs of each future guide and their inter-relationships are illustrated in FIGURE
1-2. The specifications for presentation format and style are given in Appendix E. It is
important that the guides be easy to use and easy to read; otherwise, regardless of content
quality, the documents may be underutilized by their intended users.
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Figure 1-2 : Inter-relationship of the Three Proposed Guiding Documents

Shaded boxes show some examples of outputs from the three guide documents.
Black arrows indicate the transfer of information for use in activities specified in
other documents. This diagram does not show feedback of information during
design development or retrofits. See Figure 2-1 in the Specifications for a HF
Activities Guide for a more detailed representation.



1.6 Scope of the Proposed Guides

This report specifies that the scope of the guides includes all areas controlled by the AECB,
including the following:

• Nuclear Power Plants
• Nuclear Research and Isotope Production Facilities
• Nuclear Fuel Fabrication Facilities
• Waste Disposal Operations and Facilities

The guides were specified to encompass tasks involved in all system lifetime phases from
conceptual design to decommissioning. This document attempts to impress upon the user
the need to apply human factors principles throughout the nuclear facility, including the
following areas:

• general plant work areas
• control rooms
• maintenance shops
• service areas
• storage areas
• offices
• field equipment

The specifications emphasize that the guides should include more than just human
engineering, defining the scope to include the human factors aspects of:

• the socio-technical system, examining both the personnel sub-system and the
technical sub-system as a whole

• organizational issues such as training, communications, overall plant procedures,
public safety, environmental responsibilities

• supportability of the system
• system safety, reliability and maintainability
• occupational health and safety
• system effectiveness

1.7 Role of Human Factors in the Systems Approach to Design

The three guides specified in this report have been developed from the point of view that
human factors must be carried out from the beginning of any design and development
activity. Hence, there is an emphasis on front-end analysis. This analysis will be part of the
overall systems analysis effort. It will be a integral part of conceptual systems analysis and
detailed systems analysis. Following these intense systems level analyses, design, and test and
evaluation activities will be carried out throughout the design activity. FIGURE 2-1 of
APPENDIX B illustrates this process.
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1.8 Tailoring the Human Factors Process

Document developers should include some discussion of the rationale and process of
tailoring the human factors approach to specific situations. Since not all nuclear facilities
are alike, it is important that the licensees have some freedom to develop a specialized and
up-to-date approach to integrating human factors into their environment. For this reason,
the guiding documents are specified to be written in a non-prescriptive manner.

The human factors processes specified in this document presents the ideal model.
Unfortunately, real world constraints on time, personnel and funding can often severely limit
the effectiveness of human factors activities. The document developer should address the
issue of prioritizing human factors activities to ensure that the available resources are
optimized.
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2.0 TERMINOLOGY AND ORGANIZATION

2.1 "Guide" and "Guiding"

The term "guide" was chosen over "guidelines" to reflect the philosophy described in section
1.5. The term "guidelines", which is more frequently used in military document titles,
suggests that the information contained are statements of policy or neces&ary action. The
word "guide", on the other hand, suggests that the information contained in the document
will be of a general guiding nature. Thus, the Process Guide, Activities Guide, and Design
Integration Guide, should provide a general overview of the planning, management, data
collection and analysis process, design, and test/evaluation processes. The term guiding is
a direct substitute for guide. For example a guiding document is a guide.

2.2 "Activities"

The terms "activities", "methods", "techniques", and "procedures" were selected to reflect their
hierarchical nature. To illustrate, there are a number of analytical methods associated with
HF design activities (e.g, task analysis, workload analysis, maintainability analysis).
Moreover, for each method there may be more than one technique that could be used and
within each technique there would be a set of procedures.

2.3 "Design Integration"

Originally, the words "design criteria" were used to describe the Human Factors Design
Integration document. This was changed, since the AECB does not regulate its licensees
by specifying "design criteria" requirements. The best goal for a human factors process
would indeed be integration of human factors principles into system design rather than blind
compliance with specific design criteria.

2.4 "Process" vs. "Program"

The word "process" implies a systematic series of on-going actions directed to some end,
whereas "program" implies a plan or schedule to be followed, with a definite end. Safe and
effective operation of nuclear facilities requires continuous human factors activity. As
improvements to plant design are made, more variables need to be analyzed to ensure the
changes have had positive effects.

2.5 "System"

The term "system" is to be used in a generic sense. Used in a human factors context,
"system" refers not only to complex systems but to any human-machine, human-
environment, human-human interaction. Many of the same HF activities that are used in
full-scale system development can also be used with modification in situations such as
evaluating and retrofitting an existing system, workstation, or tool.
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3.0 FUNDAMENTAL SPECIFICATIONS

The following is a set of fundamental specifications that should to be used to define the
look, function and content of the guides. The specifications are given as follows:

3.1 Specifications for the Content of the Document

• The Human Factors Design Integration Guide should be prepared in the spirit of
the AECB philosophy on regulation of nuclear facilities;

i.e., licensees are only provided with rationale and guidance for achieving
system safety goals, not specific criteria.

• Therefore the level of detail to be contained in the human factors guides should
be more general than most guides and all handbooks.

• The guide should address, but not necessarily be limited to, the topics outlined
in this specification.

• The guide should contain rationale for the consideration of human factors
principles with respect to the specified topics.

• The guide should contain references to appropriate handbooks, standards, and
other such documents to guide the user to possible sources of specific techniques
or design criteria.

3.2 Specifications for Appearance of the Document

• The form of presentation for the guides should be similar to these specifications.

• Most aspects of the presentation style are similar to those outlined in the AECB
style manual (AECB, 1981) - exceptions to the manual are explained in the
specification.

• Illustrations and examples should be used whenever possible to guide the user,
but; not to dictate a specific design criterion.
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3.3 Functional Requirements

3.3.1 Basic Functional Requirements

The AECB has taken the position that the guide documents should be a general reference
and not a handbook of step-by-step instructions. It is agreed that this is prudent given that
any HF activity is likely to require some tailoring in order to allow for data collection that
will meet the situational demands at hand.

For instance, the situational demands of the application will dictate:
• the information that is required;
• the level of detail necessary;
• the most suitable methods of data collection;
• the necessary data analyses; and
• the universality or specificity of results to various system designs, training

levels or procedures.

3.3.2 Functional Requirements for the User Population

It is important to write the document for the intended user population. The Process and
Design guides should be relatively jargon-free, illustrated where appropriate, with
considerable preamble describing human factors as a discipline and its importance in
nuclear facilities. Well-prepared guides will allow the managers, designers and engineers
to integrate effectively human factors with facility design and operation. It should be clear
to these individuals when to seek the assistance of a human factors specialist.

It is important for the developer of the guides to keep in mind the important issues of
human factors in the Canadian Nuclear Industry. Therefore, it is important to recognize the
special problems posed by the use of highly automated systems such as:

• computer-based systems
• supervisory control issues
• system recovery during emergency procedures
• cognitive issues and mental workload
• issues of working in a radiation hazard environment

3.3.3 The Target User Groups

The document developer should keep in mind the target user groups for the different
documents. Generally, the guides may be utilized by the following user groups:

Human Factors Process Guide
• The AECB
• Design Manager
• Human Factors Manager
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• Human Factors Practitioner
• Consultants/Contractors

Human Factors Activities Guide
• TheAECB
• Human Factors Practitioner

Human Factors Design Integration Guide
TheAECB
Designer
Engineer
Purchasing Department
Human Factors Practitioner
Consultants/Contractors
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4.0 DETAILED APPROACH

The following sub-sections in 4.0 describe the steps performed during the project.

4.1 Examination of Best Documents

Documents identified in Reference 1 were examined. Ontario Hydro and University of
Toronto libraries were searched for new or previously unavailable documents.

Since the previous work (Reference 1) dealt primarily with human factors methods and
techniques, very little high level human factors process information was found. Those
documents which did prove useful included :

• EPRI NP-3659 Human Factors Guide for NPP Control Room Development
• NUREG-0700 Guidelines for Design Review of Nuclear Power Plant Control Rooms
• EPRI CS-3745 Enhancing Fossil Power Plant Design Operation and Maintenance -

Volume 1: Process Requirements
• DOD-HDBK-763 Human Engineering Procedures Guide (Previously unavailable)

Reference 1 identified and listed many useful methods documents which were used for this
phase. Among the most useful documents were the following:

• Meister, D. (1985) Behavioral Analysis and Measurement Methods
• DOD-HDBK-763 Human Engineering Procedures Guide (Previously unavailable)
• Salvendy, G. (1987) Handbook of Human Factors
• Rhodes et al. (1992) Review of Human Factors Guidelines : Final Report

Documents specializing in design were plentiful. Among the most useful and comprehensive
were the following:

• MIL-HDBK-759A Human Factors Engineering Design for Army Material
• EPRI CS-3745 Enhancing Fossil Power Plant Design Operation and Maintenance -

Volume 2: Process & Design Guidelines
• EPRI NP-3659 Human Factors Guide for NPP Control Room Development
• Woodson, W.E. (1987) Human Factors Reference Guide for Process Plants

4.2 Development and Preparation of Specifications for the Guides

The development of the specifications involved three steps:

1. Selection of best features and content from existing documents.
2. Development of specifications for overall format, style and general content for

the document.
3. Preparation of a skeleton version of the document containing the specifications

for detailed content.
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4.2.1 Selection of Best Features and Content From Existing Documents

The document review process involved recording the aspects of a document's format, style
and content. A list of possible content topics and physical features was developed and
expanded as more documents were reviewed, since the guides should present a
comprehensive discussion of human factors issues. References containing topics believed
to be especially relevant to the Canadian nuclear industry were sought out.

Selection of the best features was accomplished by taking into account the frequency with
which the specific features occurred in various documents. Documents specifically discussing
style, format and layout of printed material were consulted. Some subjective criteria were
also applied to selecting the best features. The best content and document features were
selected and used to develop specifications for the human factors guides.

4.2.2 Development of Specifications for Overall Format. Style and General Content

Specifications for human factors guiding document features must be concrete and objective.
It is not possible to design a safe and efficient nuclear facility simply by specifying that the
plant should be safe and efficient. Similarly, a human factors document can only be well
organized and easy to use if specific, concrete requirements for organization, layout, content,
graphics, etc. are defined at the beginning.

This process is often overlooked or not attempted due to the time and cost required initially.
However, once a framework is established, document development is facilitated. This
framework has been applied to all specifications documents.
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5.0 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPECIFICATIONS

5.1 Specifications for a Process Guide

The examination of existing program requirements documents adopted by other agencies
has provided a list of attributes that should be included in the specifications for an AECB
version. A number of features have been identified, including the following characteristics

• format and layout of program elements
• a philosophy regarding application
• AECB-specific policies affecting human factors
• the content for process requirements.

The best approach, as synthesized from existing program level documents, and from
discussion with AECB, has been developed.

The human factors process guide is a document that directs licensees developing a human
factors program. The guide provides the AECB with an agenda for discussions with licensees
seeking information on human factors. The document could be used for developing a
program plan for human factors on a specific project, or it could be used to develop a
complete in-house human factors process.

A set of specifications for the design of the document has been produced. These
specifications address format, content, illustrations, and layout. An outline of the document
has been developed showing the layout and format of graphics and text, the organization of
the document, location and design of the index, appendices, reference section, etc. This
document will suffice as a planning tool for the development of the actual Human Factors
Process Guide.

5.2 Specifications for an Activities Guide

It is assumed that the primary users of the Activities Guide will be HF professionals. It is
expected that the range of experience with any particular method or technique could range
from not familiar to very familiar. Given the diverse educational backgrounds of HF
professionals, it is unlikely that any one HF practitioner will be well-versed in all of the HF
activities and their associated methods and techniques. Those who have limited familiarity
with an activity, will most likely expect the following in terms of relevant information:

• a general description;
• the situations in which it might be used (examples and scenarios should reflect the

Canadian nuclear industry);
• the type of questions that can be answered;
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• the type of data that is collected;
• a general description of data collection methods;
• a general description of the data analysis;
• other related applications of the data output; and
• specific references that can provide more detail.

As stated earlier in this report, HF activities must be tailored to the situational demands.
Questions should be asked by the HF specialist during the entire HF process. These
questions will allow the HF specialist to plan activities and to tailor the HF activities.

The situational demands of the application will dictate:

• the information that is required;
• the level of detail necessary;
• the most suitable methods of data collection; and
• the necessary data analyses.

The document developer should be mindful that it is the responsibility of the HF
practitioner to assess, resolve, and review such considerations using the document as a guide.
For this reason, it is recommended that guiding aids in the form of general questions be
incorporated into the document. It is thought that a "guiding question" approach will aid
the less experienced HF practitioner in determining the type and level of detail of
information that is required in order to meet a particular HF objective. Note, however, that
the document developer must avoid specific questions that focus on detailed techniques or
specific criteria.

5.3 Specifications for a Design Integration Guide

This report discusses the development of specifications for the Design Integration Document.
The human factors design integration document is a tool for the designer, as well as acting
as a source for human factors design guidelines applicable to nuclear facilities. These
guidelines provide guiding principles and rationale for the integration of human factors
features into system design.

The Human Factors Design Integration Document should be understandable and usable to
a wide range of users including non-specialists in human factors. Hence, the document
should contain no jargon, and explanations should be made in plain language. The document
should contain the full complement of illustrations and tables to support the textual
guidelines. It is recommended that a drawing, graph, chart, photograph or table be provided,
where appropriate.
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The specifications are organized according to plant areas. This approach allows the designer
to focus on the system, facility or equipment within the actual context of its use. Hence,
design features dealing with the process areas or maintenance areas of the plant, for
example, will be discussed in the section on "General Plant Design". The designer faced
with the responsibility of designing the control room can focus on the section entitled
"Control Room Design". The engineer designing workstations for any purpose can turn to
the section on "Workstation Design". A fourth section, 'Tools and Equipment" focusses on
the finer components of a nuclear facility which are used by personnel in any part of the
plant.

Labelling, marking, hazard control and other topics which apply to more than one of the
four areas will be included as appropriate, in all sections.
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6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

6.1 Goal of the Specifications

It is proposed that the AECB use these specifications to provide direction to the developer
of the guides. The specifications provide clear requirements for the development of the
proposed guides. These requirements include both the appearance and the content.

6.2 A Guide - Not A Cookbook!

The specifications must be applied in the spirit of the philosophy proposed in Section 1.5.
The resulting guides should not contain any material that can be construed as specific
direction to the user as defined in section 3.3.3. All material must be presented and worded
such that the user has latitude to develop their own procedures. The guide users must be
able to develop their his criteria for design, testing or evaluation. The users must have the
opportunity to select the specific techniques that pertain to their own application and
environment.

6.3 The Detailed Specifications

The detailed specifications for content for each of the proposed guides can be found in
appendices following this section. They are:

• APPENDIX A: Specifications for a Human Factors Process Guide

• APPENDIX B: Specifications for a Human Factors Activities Guide

• APPENDIX C: Specifications for a Human Factors Design Integration Guide

• APPENDIX D An example of the Level of Detail for the Design Integration
Guide

• APPENDIX E Specifications for Guide Format and Style
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Specifications for a Human Factors Process Guide

PART I INSTRUCTIONS TO THE DOCUMENT DEVELOPER

A-1.0 INTRODUCTION

An effective way to provide guidance to systems and equipment developers is to provide a
document that specifies what they must do to ensure effective management and performance of
human factors tasks. The program requirements document can provide the contractor with a guide
to the philosophy, approach, management, scheduling, personnel requirements, suggested tasks
and process steps expected for an effective human factors program. Such a document can guide
high-level decisions about the resources, projected costs and scheduling that must be estimated
during the planning of a project. Also, the document can help the individual responsible for
setting up and running a human factors program to make the necessary decisions about how to
proceed with a particular project. Guidance on tailoring, for instance, can be used to make
decisions about the role of the human factors group. New projects require up front systems tasks
while existing designs require evaluative methods.

The examination of existing program requirements documents adopted by other agencies has
provided a list of attributes that should be included in the requirements for an AECB version. A
number of features have been identified, including the following characteristics :

• format and layout of program elements
• a philosophy regarding application
• AECB specific policies affecting human factors
• the content for process requirements

The best approach, as synthesized from existing program level documents, and from discussion with AECB,
has been developed. The outline of the requirements document will be discussed with AECB.

The program requirement document is a set of requirements that directs licensees developing a human
factors program. The requirements provide AECB with an agenda for discussions with licensees seeking
information on human factors. The document could be used for developing a program plan for human
factors on a specific project, or to develop the document to be used as an in-house program for human
factors.

A set of specifications for the design of the document have been produced. These specifications address
format, content, illustrations, and layout. An outline of the document has been developed showing the
layout and format of graphics and text, the organization of the document, location and design of the
index, appendices, reference section, etc. This document will suffice as a planning tool for the
development of the actual Human Factors Process Guide.
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A-2.0 SCOPE

This appendix is limited to the description and discussion of the specifications for the higher level
document, "Human Factors Process Guide".

A-3.0 HUMAN FACTORS PROCESS GUIDE SPECIFICATIONS DEVELOPMENT

A-3.1 Examination of Human Factors Process Documents

Documents identified in phase one of the human factors guidelines project (Rhodes et al., 1992)
were examined. Since phase one dealt primarily with human factors methods and techniques,
very little program level information was found. Those documents which did prove useful
included :

• EPRI NP-3659 Human Factors Guide for NPP Control Room Development

• NUREG-0700 Guidelines for Design Review of Nuclear Power Plant Control
Rooms

• EPRI CS-3 745 Enhancing Fossil Power Plant Design Operation and Maintenance
- Volume 1: Process Requirements

• Meister, D. (1985) Behavioural Analysis and Measurement Methods

Other documents containing program level information were then identified and reviewed. These
are listed in the bibliography section. The documents that provided the most information and
were therefore reviewed in the greatest detail were :

• DOD-HDBK-763 Human Engineering Procedures Guide

• OSHA 3123 Ergonomics Program - Management Guidelines

A-3.2 Development and Preparation of Specifications for the Human Factors Process Guide

The development of the Human Factors Process Guide specifications involved three steps:

1. Selection of best features and content from existing documents

2. Deelopment of specifications for overall format, style and general content for the
document

3. Preparation of a skeleton version of the document containing the specifications for
detailed content
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A-3.2.1 Selection of Best Features and Content From Existing Documents

The document review process involved recording the aspects of a document's format, style and
content. A list of possible content topics and physical features was developed and expanded as
more documents were reviewed. Selection of the best features was accomplished by taking into
account the frequency with which the specific features occurred in various documents.
Documents specifically discussing style, format and layout of printed material were consulted
Some subjective criteria were also applied to selecting the best features. The best content and
document features were selected and used to develop specifications for the human factors
program requirements document.

A-3.2.2 Development of Specifications for Overall Format. Style and General Content

The specifications for content were not modelled after a single document. Many program level
documents contained information that was limited in scope. A human factors program in the
nuclear industry should not be limited to control room design or human engineering, for example.
Therefore a very broad scope for human factors activity was specified.

Specifications for human factors program document features must be concrete and objective. It
is not possible to design a safe and efficient nuclear power plant simply by specifying that the
plant should be safe and efficient. Similarly, a human factors document can only be well
organized and easy to use if specific, concrete requirements for organization, layout, content,
graphics, etc. are defined at the beginning.

This process is often overlooked or not attempted due to the time and cost required initially.
However, once a framework is established, document development is facilitated. This framework
can also be applied to other documents, such as the Human Factors Design Integration Guidelines
and Procedures Guidelines documents, with minimal modification. Refer to APPENDIX E for
detailed description of the specifications for format and Style.
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PART II SPECIFICATIONS FOR GENERAL CONTENT

A-I ABSTRACT

• brief description of the nature, goals and scope of the document
• brief statement of who the document is written for
• brief statement of the relationship of the document to other AECB human factors

documents

A-II EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• paragraph providing some background on the development of human factors in the nuclear
industry

• paragraph describing the AECB approach to human factors for the Canadian nuclear
industry including:
- the AECB philosophy as a regulator
- the AECB Human Factors Program
- the AECB expectations of licensees

• paragraph on general intent of the document including a sentence on the purpose, general
scope, nuclear application, targeted user groups

• paragraph describing the general approach of the human factors process in:
the systems approach to design, examining the socio-technical system including
person-person interaction and person-environment interaction
the human factors process in design of systems, equipment, facilities and
organizations focussing on early involvement in the development of systems

A-IH TABLE OF CONTENTS

Full table of contents for all labelled sections, subsections and sub-subsections with page
numbers.

A-IV TABLE OF EXHIBITS

Listing of all tables and figures with associated page numbers.

A-V TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

Listing of acronyms and abbreviated terms and their full nomenclature. Acronyms must also be
clearly defined in the text when the full nomenclature is used - eg. Human Reliability Analysis
(HRA).
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A-1.0 INTRODUCTION

A-l.l Scope of the Document

statement to impress upon the reader that human factors must use the
systems approach throughout the development of systems, equipment,
facilities, and organizations
statement to stress that the document includes more than just human
engineering, defining the scope to include the human factors aspects of:
- discussion of the focus on the socio-technical system, examining both the
personnel sub-system and the technical sub-system as a whole
- organizational issues such as training, communications, overall plant
procedures, public safety, environmental responsibilities
- supportability of the system
- system safety, reliability and maintainability
- occupational health and safety
- system effectiveness
statement to define the scope of the content indicating that the document
addresses:
- general processes for human factors program management,
implementation of human factors analysis, integration of human factors
into design, and test and evaluation for effective human factors integration

A-1.2 Human Factors Philosophy

general statement imparting the plea for the design of systems,
organizations or equipment to consider the user in all aspects
focus of human factors at the front end of all design
stress the importance of involving the design and development team in the
process of integrating human factors features into design
- training of people to understand human factors principles
- involvement of the design team in the human factors analysis process
- cooperative approach to achieve the best compromise in design
paragraph containing the underlying principles of human factors such as:
- safe, simple, straightforward user interfaces
- standardization
- designs based on user inputs and performance
- recognition of user capabilities
- human-in-the-loop design
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A-1.3 Applicability to Nuclear Facilities

• discussion of application to nuclear facilities in Canada

- Nuclear Power Plants
- Nuclear Reactors (Isotope, research)
- Nuclear Fuel Fabrication Facilities
- Waste Disposal Operations and Facilities

• discussion of the different phases of development for facilities

- Design
- Construction
- Commissioning
- Operation
- Decommissioning

• discussion of the different areas of the facility

- plant
- control room
- shop areas
- offices
- field equipment

A-1.4 Objectives of the Human Factors Program

• statement of the objective of the human factors program

- to integrate human factors principles into the design of systems, facilities,
equipment and organizations
- to ensure that human factors issues are handled in an effective and
efficient manner (no duplication of tasks performed by others)
- to promote usability in all aspects of design, operations and maintenance
- to encourage the transfer of human factors principles to others as much
as possible

A-1.5 Use of This Document

A-l.5.1 Developing a Comprehensive Human Factors Program

• statement describing the planning, design and development
activities of a new human factors program (eg. for new
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commissions)
• development of a program plan

- document provides details of guidelines on program plan content
and intent (see section 3.1.7)
- document defines the process for a human factors program

A-l.5.2 Reviewing a Human Factors Program

• statement regarding the evaluation process for established human
factors programs is facilitated by the content of the document

• review of human factors programs can be conducted using the
checklist at the back of the document

A-l.5.3 Developing a Human Factors Approach for a Specific Project

• discussion of essential functions for tailoring of the human factors
process to specific projects (eg. retrofits of existing equipment)

A-l.5.4 Utility Requirements

• discussion of the need for established human factors programs for
the utilities

• stresses that human factors professionals should be hired to co-
ordinate the utilities' human factors program

• stresses that members of the human factors team have human
factors training

A-l.5.5 Contractor/Consultant Requirements

• discussion of the requirement for consultants and contractors to
work within the guidelines of this document

A-l.5.6 AECB Requirements

• discussion of the encouragement of groups other than the human
factors group within the AECB to operate according to the
guidelines defined in this document

• statement that presents AECB with an agenda for discussions with
licensees seeking information on human factors
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A-l.5.7 Use by Managers

• discussion of the value of the document to the planning and
management of the designing, building, commissioning, operation
and decommissioning of facilities and systems

• outlines organizational design assessment

A-l.5.8 Use bv Human Factors Professionals

• discussion of the requirements for the human factors professional
to promote the human factors program

• discussion of the value of the document to human factors
specialists assigned to projects
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A-2.0 GENERAL HUMAN FACTORS PRINCIPLES

A-2.1 Historical Background

• Describes briefly the following :
- Human Factors/Ergonomics in Canada
- development of human factors activities at the AECB
- development of human factors in the Canadian nuclear industry

A-2.2 General Human Factors Principles

• discussion of various design guideline documents such as MIL-STD-
1472D, Woodson and EPRI NP-3659

• discussion of how to interpret and use the criteria defined in various design
guideline documents

• discussion of the need to perform front-end analysis - ie. to avoid leaving
human factors analysis to later stages in the design process

A-2.3 Special Considerations for Nuclear Facilities in Canada

• statement of the importance of recognizing the special problems posed by
the use of highly automated systems

- supervisory control issues
- system, recovery during emergency procedures
- cognitive issues and mental workload

• discussion on the emphasis on the Human-Computer Interface
• discussion the cooperative nature of the industry

- e.g.: CANDU Owner's Group
- Canadian Nuclear Society and the Canadian Nuclear Association
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A-3.0 HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM GUIDELINES

A-3.1 Planning Guidelines

Figure 3-1 illustrates a typical planning process which includes the components
detailed below.

A-3.1.1 Commitment of Top Management

• stress the importance of obtaining management commitment to the
human factors program

• discussion regarding human factors program justification
-solid statistics, dollar figures, and report references related to
benefits of human factors programs and the costs of poor human
factors integration within the system

• top management responsibilities clearly explained

A-3.1.2 Defining the Scope of the Program

• statement that defines the process as :
- identification and definition of all personnel-plant interfaces
- selection of specific interfaces for human factors applications

• definition of program goals

A-3.1.3 Identifying Resources & Constraints

• statement defining resources as including capital, staff, equipment,
and facilities

• statement defining constraints as including time, present building
or equipment design, available technology

A-3.1.4 Defining the Lines of Communication and Coordination With Other
Design or Review Activities

• statement recommending the identification of other departments,
contractors, individuals involved with the project (eg. maintenance,
purchasing, shift supervisors, etc.)

• discussion of methods of documenting approach to communications
and co-ordination (eg. memos, scheduled meetings, formal reports)
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Figure 3-1 : Human Factors Analysis, Design, Evaluation & Test Process
The components of the human factors program generally progress in the
above sequences. Broken lines indicate that the program monitoring and recording
are ongoing activities. Note that most analyses require task analysis data.
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A-3.1.5 Defining the Timing Between HF Activities and Other Design or
Review Activities

• statement incorporating information from 3.1.4 into project plan
• statement about the importance of involving human factors

professionals throughout the project from beginning to end

A-3.1.6 Selection of Human Factors Design/Review Team

• discussion regarding the staffing of the human factors
design/review team with respect to program scope, resources and
constraints

• statement recommending that the human factors team should
include manager/project leader, human factors specialist, design
engineer, system experts, etc.

A-3.1.7 Develop Detailed Human Factors Program Plan

• statements specifying program plan components
• statements integrating information from above planning activities

to define specific personnel and team responsibilities,
• document plan

A-3.1.8 Develop Budget for Human Factors Program

• statements describing budgeting process as :
- determining personnel qualification levels
- estimating labour hours by qualification levels
- specifying labour rates and calculate total costs
- obtaining management approval

A-3.1.9 Scheduling of Specific Human Factors Activity

• discussion on the co-ordination of inputs and outputs of analysis,
design, and test/evaluation activities of human factors team and
other departments involved in project

A-3.1.10 Human Factors Program Monitoring and Continuous Improvement

• discussion of the monitoring process including :

- discrete measures of success chosen for monitoring progress with
respect to program plan and overall goals
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- manager/project leader periodically assesses human factors
program progress and documents it
- feedback provided to team on program effectiveness
- detailed plan altered if necessary

A-3.2 Guidelines for Human Factors Analysis Tasks

• a statement that the following analyses should be performed
• discussion of the fundamentals and processes of the following analyses
• FIGURE 3-2 illustrates the processes involved in human factors analysis

tasks in the conceptual and detailed design phases of a nuclear facility

A-3.2.1 Analytical Process

• discussion of the need for front-end analysis from early conception
through design and development

• discussion of the systems approach to human factors analyses
• description of analytical tasks (use of diagrams to show interaction

of all analytical tasks)
• discussion of analysis selection and applications

- according to development phase
- according to other application criteria

• discussion of application of analysis data

A-3.2.2 Function and Systems Analysis

• discussion of the application of mission analysis
• discussion of functional flow and relationships

- operational sequence diagrams
- decision/action diagrams

• discussion of the application functional allocation

A-3.2.3 Task Analysis

• discussion of the requirement for descriptive and prescriptive task
analysis, including cognitive task analysis

• discussion of the general procedure for task analysis
• discussion of task data sources
• discussion of the use of task data for: link analysis, time-line

analysis, workload analysis, human error identification, and training
needs analysis
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A-3.2.4 Time-line. Link. Workload Analyses

• discussion of the application of the following :
- time-line analysis
- link analysis
- workload analysis

A-3.2.5 Human Performance Modelling

• discussion of models and their application in nuclear power plants
• discussion should include at least the following analyses :

- information processing models
- control theoretic models
- task network models
- knowledge based models

A-3.2.6 Human Reliability Analysis

• discussion of human reliability analysis approaches
- expert judgement
- performance process simulation
- performance data analysis
- dependency calculations

A-3.2.7 Training Analysis

• presentation of the basic process for needs analysis
- discussion of the use of task data
- description of knowledge, skills and abilities analysis
- description of person analysis
- description of selection of learning tools and environment
- organizational analysis

A-3.2.8 Physical Demands Analysis

• discussion of industrial ergonomics aspects of the Human Factors
Program which include the following assessments
- industrial hygiene
- biomechanical analysis of work postures
- physiological measurement of work stress
- psychophysical measurement of work stress
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A-3.2.9 Human-Computer Interface Analysis

• discussion of Human-Computer Interface analysis requirements :
- requirements analysis
- design & development
- evaluation & test

A-3.2.10 Maintainability Analysis

• discussion of the maintainability process including :
- models, allocation and predictions
- task analysis, hazard analysis, diagnostic procedures analysis, etc.
- design integration and evaluation

A-3.3 Guidelines for Human Factors Information Integration

A-3.3.1 Human Factors Design Tasks

A-3.3.1.1 Design Drawing Reviews

• discussion of the role of the human factors specialist during
informal design review
- provision of data
- participation in meetings

• description of process of drawing review

A-3.3.1.2 Design Liaison

• description of the process of liaising with design team
members during design and development

A-3.3.1.3 Trade Study Participation

• description of the process of participating in on-going trade
studies
- provision of data
- participation in meetings
- review and approval of tradeoffs
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A-3.3.1.4 Tracking Design Problems

• description of the process of tracking design discrepancies
• example tracking form and report

A-3.3.2 Human Factors Training Issues

A-3.3.2.1 Human Factors Training for Designers, Trainers, and
Managers

• general and specific human factors design criteria for
engineers, architects and drafting technicians

• human factors in teaming skills and knowledge
• develop understanding and support of human factors

activities in general

A-3.3.3 Administrative Controls

A-3.3.3.1 Utility/AECB Policies

• discussion of policy implementation as a means to improve
safety, motivation, productivity, etc.
- for example : random drug/alcohol testing, two person lifts
for any equipment weighing over 60 pounds, financial
incentives for best safety record

A-3.3.3.2 Utility In-house Programs

• discussion of ergonomics-related issues affecting the heath
and safety of workers

• discussion of the changes in procedures and job design
affected by ergonomics intervention

• discussion of the management of causes of illnesses and
disease related to ergonomics issues

A-3.4 Guidelines for Test and Evaluation Tasks

A-3.4.1 Equipment Level Evaluation

• discussion of use of mock-ups to test equipment
- state that representatives from the user population be used
- state that the process is interactive and can be used to test out
modifications as they are made
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- state that mock-ups should be constructed during conceptual
design and during the early stages of design and development

• discussion of the use of partial simulation of equipment to verify
user performance
- state that interactive prototyping of various components of the
system can be done as conceptual design matures
- state that this approach is referred to as rapid prototyping
- state that rapid prototyping is performed during the early stages
of concept development
- state that rapid prototyping can be performed on human-computer
interface and on individual equipment (e.g. : replaceable units for
maintenance)

• discussion of the use of design checklists to verify incorporation of
human factors features into design

A-3.4.2 System Level Testing

• discussion of full system simulation
- state that human performance can be evaluated and verified using
full simulation
- discuss the importance of focussing on the practical use of
simulation (recognition of the limits of simulation)
- discuss human factors issues concerning the use of simulation for
test and evaluation
- user trials can be performed to test the system performance and
verify overall acceptance of procedures and training

• discussion of the participation of the human factors analyst in the
operational testing of the system

A-3.5 Data Requirements and Deliverables

A-3.5.1 Records & Reports

• discussion of the outputs of the human factors efforts

- discrepancy tracking records
- task analysis data
- analysis reports and technical memos
- design recommendations (technical memos, technical reports etc.)
- test reports
- completed checklists
- program plan
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A-3.5.2 Data Base Content

• description of the human factors data base and its content
- functional breakdown
- equipment breakdown
- human performance requirements (e.g. reaction and response
times etc.)
- user population profile
- task data
- tool lists
- hazards
- HRA data

A-3.5.3 Linkage to Other Data Bases

• description of the links between the human factors data base and
other data bases

• diagram showing data inputs and outputs to and from the human
factors data base

A-3.5.4 Structure and Form of the Deliverables

• description of the structure and form of:
- data base reports
- written reports (technical and management)
- electronic media
- video taped and audio taped data

A-4.0 HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM REVIEW CHECKLIST

• a checklist should be developed which reiterates every requirement in the
document to assist the user in applying the information

• the checklist should contain simple "YES" or "NO" boxes
• it may also contain additional information useful for managing the program such

as :
- general comments
- action priority
- contact person responsible for that action

• a sample checklist is presented below in FIGURE 4-1
• a discussion of the use of checklists in program design or review should include

the following :
- advantages of using checklists (eg. it is a structured guide used to ensure that all
necessary actions have been performed)
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- disadvantages of using checklists (eg. a checklist is a tool that presents ideas in
a serial format, not always adequately addressing functions which should be
performed simultaneously)

Data Requirements

CHECKPOINT CATEGORY. INQUIRY A
PACE REFERENCE

discrepancy tracking
records

task analysis data

analysis reports and
technical memos

YES NO

Y

X

X

ACTION
PRIORITY

3

1

& Deliverables
^^———^——•———^-»

CONTACT

J. Jones :
Project

Manager

S. Smith :
Engineering

F. Flintstone :
HF group

=
COMMENT

Liaise with
engineering

CTA data
needed

Figure 4-1 : Example Human Factors Program Review Checklist
Checklists can be developed to summarize key components of the
Human Factors Program. These checklists can be used by program
managers to co-ordinate and monitor the process.
CTA - Cognitive Task Analysis
HF - Human Factors
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PART I: INSTRUCTIONS TO THE DOCUMENT DEVELOPER

B-1.0 BACKGROUND

The AECB has undertaken to direct the development of a family of reference documents for the
Human Factors (HF) practitioner in the Canadian Nuclear Industry (NI). In Phase I, a literature
review was carried out by Wayne Rhodes and his associates (1992). As part of the project, the
survey results of 11 HF experts were analysed to identify those HF guidelines and methods
documents considered to be principal resources for the conduct of HF activities. It was clear
from the review that no single document encompassed all of the information on methods and
techniques that a HF practitioner would draw upon in order to carry out those HF activities
applicable to the Canadian NI. Hence, it was concluded that there exists a need for a reference
document that can supply a HF practitioner with general descriptions of HF activities, methods,
and techniques, as well as provide primary references for more detailed descriptions of
methodological considerations, procedures, and examples for the Canadian NI.

In Phase II, we have identified those topics and specifications necessary for creating the family
of documents in Phase III. The specifications set out in Part II pertain to the document which
shall have the working title Human Factors Activities Guide. These explanations and instructions
are directed at the document developer (i.e. that individual or group of individuals who will
actually create the document in Phase III).

B-2.0 TERMINOLOGY AND ORGANIZATION

The term "guide" was chosen over "guidelines" to reflect the above points. The term
"guidelines", which is more frequently used in military document titles, suggests that the
information contained are statements of policy or necessary action. The word "guide", on the
other hand, suggests that the information contained in the document will be of a guiding and
general nature. Thus, the Human Factors Activities Guide should provide a general
overview of the data collection and analysis process associated with the various phases of system
design, development and evaluation.1

The terms "activities", "methods", "techniques" and "procedures" were selected to reflect their
hierarchical nature. To illustrate, there are number of analytical methods associated with the HF
design activities (e.g. task analysis, workload analysis, maintainability analysis). Moreover, for
each method there may be more than one technique that could be used; and within each technique
there would be a set of procedures.

1 The term "system" is to be used in a generic sense. Used in a human factors context, "system"
refers not only to complex systems but to any human-machine, human-environment, human-human interaction.
Many of the same HF activities that are used in full-scale system development can also be used in situations
such as evaluating and retrofitting an existing system, workstation, or tool.
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The primary role of the HF practitioner is essentially that of problem solver. The fundamental
problem is how to best accommodate the capabilities, limitations and individual differences of
the human "components" in a system so as to maximize efficiency and minimize errors and
breakdowns (both from the perspective of overall system performance as well as the individual
operator). The HF problem solving process involves collecting the data necessary for analysing
the current or proposed situation and then interpreting the results so as to arrive at a solution.
Increasingly, organizations and agencies, such as AECB, are recognizing the important role HF
activities can play by having such input in the design process from the time of system
conception. The HF activities, methods, and techniques to be presented in the document should
represent those that are likely to be most appropriate for a HF practitioner working in the
Canadian NI.

The basic structure of the document, as presented in Part III, reflects the order of HF activities
as they relate to system design, development, and evaluation (see Figure 2-1). The data
collection and interpretation activities involve:

• HF analyses of the proposed conceptual design;

• determination of HF design requirements and specifications for system
development; and

• identification and testing of criteria for system evaluation.

Figure 2-1 also reflects the iterative approach of the data collection and interpretation process.
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B-3.0 DOCUMENT CONTENT AND DETAIL

It is assumed that the primary users of the Human Factors Activities Guide will be HF
professionals. It is expected that the range of experience with any particular method or technique
could range from not familiar to very familiar. Given the diverse educational backgrounds of HF
professionals, it is unlikely that any one HF practitioner will be well-versed in all of the HF
activities and their associated methods and techniques. Those who have limited familiarity with
an activity, will most likely expect the following in terms of relevant information:

• a general description;

• the situations in which it might be used (examples and scenarios
should reflect the Canadian Nuclear Industry);

• the type of questions that can be answered;

• the type of data that is collected;

• a general description of data collection methods;

• a general description of the data analysis;

• other related applications of the data output; and

• specific references that can provide more detail.

AECB has taken the position that the document should be a general reference and not a handbook
of step-by-step instructions. It is agreed that this is prudent given that any HF activity, method
or technique is likely to require some tailoring in order to allow for data collection that will meet
the situational demands at hand.

The situational demands of the application will dictate:

• the information that is required;

• the level of detail necessary;

• the most suitable methods of data collection; and

• the necessary data analyses.

The document developer should be mindful that it is the responsibility of the HF practitioner to
assess, resolve, and review such considerations using the document as a guide. For this reason,
it is recommended that guiding aids in the form of general questions be incorporated into the
document. It is thought that a "guiding question" approach will aid the less experienced HF
practitioner in determining the type and level of detail of information that is required in order to
meet a particular HF objective. Examples of the kinds of general questions that are often
associated with the various HF activities can be found throughout David Meister's (1985) text
book. For example, in the system planning stages, Meister (1985, p.33) suggests that when
setting the manning requirements of a job, the HF practitioner might consider questions such as
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"How many people are needed to perform a task or job?" and "What skill level is required to
perform the task(job?". The document developer should generate guiding questions for each HF
activity. The inclusion of guiding questions should aid the HF practitioner in the tailoring of
methods and techniques to suit situational demands. The application at hand will determine the
guiding questions that will be most appropriate.

B-4.0 USING THE DOCUMENT SPECIFICATIONS

An outline of the document structure and content is included in Part II of this document.
References for source documents have been included in most sections. These references will be
of aid to the document developer and should also be included in the document so provide
references for the document user. A complete reference list can be found in Part III.

B-5.0 STYLE AND FORMAT SPECIFICATIONS

In an effort to remain consistent in the manner of presentation, the three members of the AECB
HF document family should adhere to the same style and format specifications. To this end, the
document developer is directed to those specifications detailed in APPENDIX E.

PART I REFERENCES

Meister, D., Behavioral Analysis and Measurement Methods. New York: John Wiley & Sons,
1985.

Rhodes, W., Szlapetis, I., Hay, T., and Weihrer, S. Review of Human Factors Guidelines: Final
Report. Prepared for Atomic Energy Control Board, DSS File #: O63SS.87055-1-4017/A, July,
1992.
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PART II: SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE GENERAL CONTENT

The specifications for the general content of the proposed "Human Factors Activities Guide"
document are reflected in the organization of the following sections:

B-I ABSTRACT

• brief description of the nature, goals, and scope of the document

• brief statement identifying for whom the document is written

• brief statement of the relationship of this document to other AECB human factors (HF)

documents

B-H EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

• paragraph providing some background on the development of this HF document

• paragraph relating this document to the family of AECB HF documents

• paragraph on general intent of the document including a sentence on each of the
following:
• purpose
• general scope
• nuclear application
• targeted user groups

• paragraph describing the general role of human factors data collection, analysis, and
interpretation activities associated with:
• system design — HF analysis
• system development — HF requirements
• system evaluation -- HF (performance) criteria

• paragraph describing the general level of content associated with the various activities,
methods, and techniques; the use of general questions as problem solving guides; the
citing of specific references as sources of detail concerning specific methods and
procedures
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B-II1 TABLE OF CONTENTS

• Include full table of contents for all labelled sections, subsections and sub-subsections
with associated page numbers.

B-IV TABLE OF EXHIBITS

• Include a list of all tables and figures with associated page numbers.

B-V TABLE OF ABBREVIATIONS

• Include a list of all acronyms and abbreviated terms and their full nomenclature.
Acronyms and any abbreviated terms must be clearly defined in the text whenever the full
nomenclature is used - e.g., Human Reliability Analysis (HRA)

B-1.0 INTRODUCTION

B-l.l Background

• briefly discuss the role HF should play in system design, development, and evaluation

• discuss the importance of integrating HF early in the design process

• discuss the importance of HF methods for evaluating existing tasks/jobs for the
purposes of improving upon the safety, operation and maintenance of a facility

• describe the types of references that HF specialists typically use when participating
in the design and evaluation process: 1. guidelines; 2. handbooks; 3. standards; 4.
text books

• discuss the need for a guide that addresses the nature of current and future Canadian
nuclear facilities

• make references to advanced control systems and automation

• explain that previous and current guidelines refer to technology that is becoming
obsolete

• discuss the need for a "generic" approach which will transcend the technology per se

• brief discussion of the proposed AECB HF program
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• how it fits in with AECB's commitment to HF

• how the new "generic" procedures guide fits with AECB's intent

• briefly present how the proposed procedure guide will differ from existing documents

• present a "generic" design development and evaluation process that can be applied to
any aspect of the nuclear power industry

• updated to keep pace with the new generation of nuclear power facilities

B-1.2 Purpose

• state the purpose of the guide

• to help a variety of users better understand how HF methods should be applied to
Canadian nuclear facilities

• to provide an analytic framework that will aid the HF practitioner in selecting the
most appropriate analysis or evaluation methods/techniques for meeting a specific HF
program goal

• to provide a reference guide for the HF practitioner in the Canadian nuclear industry

• describe how this document compliments the goals of the other AECB human factors
documents

• AECB Human Factors Process Document

• AECB Human Factors Design Integration Document

B-1.3 Approach

• describe the "guiding question" approach

• put forward the notion that system development and evaluation is essentially problem
solving

• explain the significance of questions in problem solving

• explain how the "guiding question" approach is in keeping with the HF goals of the
AECB
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• the questions are the context specific and will guide the user through the process

• to provide licensees with direction in creating and implementing their own HF
programs without being locked into specific methods or techniques

• put forward that "guiding questions" should lead the licensee to evaluate carefully the
goals and context of the HF application

• this in turn should steer the licensee towards the more suitable methods and
techniques for any given situation

• brief reiteration of how this guide differs from existing resources

• generic approach — practical without being overly specific — ask the right questions
the first time

• point out how other resources have been used to contribute to the HF Activities Guide

- Military Handbooks
- Human Factors Handbooks
- Analytic Approaches in the Literature

B-1.4 User Population

• describe the AECB expectations for the HF practitioner
• HF education
• role in HF program
• degree of familiarity and competence with the HF activities, methods and

techniques
• describe the working relationship in terms of the HF activities between HF

practitioner and counterparts in the following related disciplines:
• occupational health and safety
• safety engineering
• reliability engineering
• logistics engineering
• maintainability engineering
• accident investigations
• training
• human resources
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B-1.S Relationship to Other AECB HF Documents

• for each of the following sections include:
• a brief overview of the document
• a discussion of differences in function and perspective
• a discussion of areas of content overlap

B-1.5.I AECB Human Factors Process Document
B-l.5.2 AECB Design Integration Guidelines Document

B-1.6 General Overview

• provide an overview of what the document contains and what it does not contain (e.g.,
it does not include detailed procedural instructions for specific techniques)

• summarize the structure and content of the remaining sections of the document

• provide "helpful hints" on how to use the guide effectively
• for example, might include a list of primary resources that are referred to

frequently in the document

B-2.0 HUMAN FACTORS AND THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR INDUSTRY

• provide a brief history of HF programming efforts in the Canadian Nuclear industry

B-2.1 Human Factors in Complex Systems

• describe the changing role of the human in complex systems

• discuss the need to consider the limitations, capabilities and individual differences of
the human in system design with regard to the following aspects:

• physical
• cognitive
• emotional/social
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B-2.2 Human Factors Activities and Nuclear Facilities

• describe the various applications of the guide as an aid for

• management of human factors programs (in combination with the proposed HF
Process Document)

• deciding upon which appropriate HF design and development methods and
techniques to use

• integration of human factors principles into system design (in combination with
the HF Design Integration Document)

• determining the appropriate HF test and evaluation methods and techniques to use

• generally describe how HF activities can be applied to:

• large-scale and local problems in
- Nuclear Power Plants
- Nuclear Reactor Facilities
- Nuclear Fuel Fabrication Facilities
- Nuclear Waste Treatment Facilities

• new facility design
• retrofit facility design
• existing facility design
• the support of commissioning of facilities
• operation and maintenance problems
• the support of decommissioning of facilities

B-3.0 UNDERSTANDING HUMAN FACTORS ACTIVITIES

B-3.1 Activities, Methods, Techniques and Procedures

• define the following terms and explain their use in the context of this document
• activities (primary and secondary)
• methods
• techniques
• procedures
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B-3.2 H F Activities and the System Design Process

• present a diagram illustrating the relationships between the {primary and secondary}
HF activities and the phases of the system design process

~ see Figure 1 in Part I of this document as an example

• describe the iterative systems design process
• conceptual design
• detailed design
• system development
• test and evaluation

• for each of the following sub-sections:

• describe the general data collection, analysis, and interpretation activities
associated with each phase of the design process

• explain the relationships between the primary HF activities in terms of data input
and output

- HF design analysis
- HF system development requirements and specifications
- HF test and evaluation criteria

• give brief general descriptions or examples of secondary activities such as:

• Analytical Approaches
• HF Requirements and Specifications
• HF Evaluation Criteria

B-3.3 Selecting H F Activities

• discuss the need for "tailoring" HF activities to suit situational demands expressing
general considerations for:
• the level of detail of data collection
• the level of validity and reliability of data collection
• the level of detail of data analysis
• the generalizability of results
• on-going data collection

• reiterate the "guiding questions" approach

• provide examples of general questions that could aid the HF professional in matching
the HF goals with the appropriate HF activity, methods and techniques

• references: DOD-HDBK 763; Meister, 1985
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B-4.0 MANAGING HUMAN FACTORS ACTIVITIES

• give an overview of the rationale and the main methodological considerations for the
following sub-sections

B-4.1 Determination of Level of Effort
• most applicable design phase
• relative complexity compared to other methods or techniques
• breadth of data application
• relative time to perform
• relative cost
• relative cost effectiveness

• reference: DOD-HDBK-763

B-4.2 Scheduling Techniques
B-4.3 Team Coordination
B-4.4 Tracking Human Factors Team Activities
B-4.5 Reporting Techniques
B-4.6 Coordination with Other Project Teams
B-4.7 Producing HF Data Bases

B-5.0 HF ANALYSES: METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

• for each of the following methods (sub-sections) include:
• when the method should be used
• a rationale for the analysis method
• a general description of the analysis
• a general description of the data input requirements

- include level of detail considerations; data collection tools
• a general discussion of the data interpretation process
• a general discussion of the nature of the data output
• a general discussion of the relationship between the method

and other HF or related activities (where appropriate)
• source references for further detail and guidance
• resources equired (personnel, equipment, time)

• for each of the following techniques (sub-sub-sections) include:
• when the technique should be used (more specific use than given for method)
• a rationale for the technique
• a general description of the technique
• a general description of typical procedures
• a general discussion of overall {effectiveness}
• a discussion of the relationship between the technique and
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other HF or related activities (where appropriate)
• source references for further detail and guidance
• resources required (personnel, equipment, time) - more specific resource allocation than
for method

B-5.1 System/Function Analysis

B-5.1.1 Mission profiles and scenarios
B-5.1.2 Functional Flow Diagrams
B-5.1.3 Function Allocation
B-5.1.4 Function Allocation Trade-off Studies
B-5.1.5 Decision/Action Diagrams
B-5.1.6 Operational Sequence Diagrams
B-5.1.7 Task Description/Identification
B-5.1.8 SAINT

B-5.1.9 HOS

• references: DOD-HDBK-763; Meister (1985); Salvendy (1987)

B-5.2 Task Analysis
• discuss as it relates to job design, staffing requirements, training programs, and test and

evaluation criteria

• discuss the applications for prescriptive versus descriptive task analysis

• distinguish between classical and cognitive task analysis

B-5.2.1 Table-Top
B-5.2.2 Walk-ThroughATalk-Through
B-5.2.3 Simulation
B-5.2.4 Paradigming

• references: NUREG/CR 3371 (1983); Meister (1985); Hodgkinson & Crawshaw
(1985); Moray, Senders, & Rhodes (1985); Drury et al. (1987); Bainbridge
(1989); Roth & Woods (1989); Barber & Stanton (1990).

B-5.3 Time Line Analysis
B-5.3.1 Methods-Time Measurements
B-5.3.2 Predetermined Time Standard
B-5.3.3 Time-Line Charts
B-5.3.4 Time-Line Gantt Charts
• references: DOD-HDBK 763; Meister (1985)
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B-5.4 Link and Network Analysis
B-5.4.1 Correlational Matrix
B-5.4.2 Network Modelling
• references: DOD-HDBK 763; Meister (1985)

B-5.5 Human Performance Modelling
B-5.5.1 Information Processing Models
B-5.5.2 Control-Theoretic Models
B-5.5.3 Task-Network Models
B-5.5.4 Knowledge-Based Models

• references: Wickens (1984); Card, Moran & Newell (1984); Rasmussen (1986).

B-S.6 Workload Analysis
B-5.6.1 Physiological Assessments
B-5.6.2 Objective Assessments

B-5.6.2.1 Primary Task Measures
B-5.6.2.2 Secondary Task Measures

B-5.6.3 Subjective Assessments
B-5.6.4 SWAT
B-5.6.5 POÇ

• references: Cooper & Harper, (1969); Moray, (1979); Williges & Wierwille (1979);
Navon & Gopher (1980); Reid et al., (1981); Wickens, (1984); Salvendy
(1987)

B-5.7 Physical Demands Analysis
B-5.7.1 Industrial Hygiene Assessment
B-5.7.2 Biomechanical Analysis of Work Postures
B-5.7.3 Physiological Measurement of Work Stress
B-5.7.4 Psvchophvsical Measurement of Work Stress

B-5.8 Workstation/Worksite analysis

• references: Van Cott & Kinkade (1972); MIL-HDBK 759A; Grandjean (1985);
Salvendy (1985)

B-S.9 Human-Machine Interface Analysis
B-5.9.1 Display Evaluative Index
B-5.9.2 Analytic Profile System
B-5.9.3 Computerized Anthropmetric Modelling

B-5.9.3.1 COMBIMAN
B-5.9.3.2 SAMMTE
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• references: Grandjean (1985); EPRI-NP-3659; Meister (1985); Eastman Kodak
Company (2986)

B-5.10 Human-Computer Interaction Analysis
B-5.10.1 Rapid Prototyping
B-5.10.2 Usability Studies

• references: MIL-HDBK-761A; Williges et al. (1987)

B-5.11 Training Analysis
B-5.11.1 Instructional System Development
B-5.11.2 Needs Analysis

• Organizational Analysis
• Prescriptive Task Analysis
• Knowledge, Skills and Abilities Analysis
• Person Analysis

• references: Craig (1976); Goldstein (1986); Meister (1985)

B-5.12 Human Reliability Analysis
B-5.12.1 Stochasitic simulation models
B-5.12.2 Human Error Identification

B-5
B-5
B-5
B-5
B-5

B-5
B-5

B-5
B-5
B-5
.12.
.12.
.12.
.12.
.12.

.12.

.12.

.12.

.12.

.12.
3
4
5
6
7

• references:

2.1
2.2

2.3
2.4
2.5

manual data collection through direct observation and surveys
automatic data collection through computerized methods (e.g
Performance Measurement Systems)
self-report
experimental
expert judgements

THERP or ASEP
SHERPA
SLIM-MAUD
FTA
OAT

Swain & Guttmann (1980); Hall et al. (1982); Embrev et al. (1985); Holnaee
et al. (1985); Rasmussen (1986);Embrey (1986, 1987); Park (1987); Goodstein
étal. (1988); Reason (1990)

B-5.13 Maintainability Analysis
B-5.13.1 Hazard Modelling and Analysis
B-5.13.2 Life-cycle Modelling
B-5.13.3 Mean-time-to-Repair
B-5.13.4 Software Maintainability
B-5.13.5 Diagnostic Procedures Analysis
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• references: Meister (1985); Salvendy (1987)

B-6.0 SETTING HF REQUIREMENTS

• provide a general description of the process of interpreting the analytic data for each of
the following sub-sections:

B-6.1 Equipment Requirements
B-6.2 Job Requirements
B-6.3 Performance Requirements
B-6.4 Staffing Requirements
B-6.5 Training Requirements

B-7.0 HF TEST AND EVALUATION: METHODS AND TECHNIQUES

• for each of the following methods (sub-sections) include:
• a rationale for the analysis method
• a general description of the analysis
• a general description of the data input requirements

- include level of detail considerations; data collection tools
• a general discussion of the data interpretation process
• a general discussion of the nature of the data output
• a general discussion of the relationship between the method

and other HF or related activities (where appropriate)
• source references for further detail and guidance

B-7.1 Mock-up Trials
B-7.2 Prototype Testing
B-7.3 Simulation Testing
B-7.4 User Trials
B-7.5 Demonstrations
B-7.6 Design Criteria Checklist Evaluation
B-7.7 Specification compliance summary sheet

• references: DOD-HDBK-763; Meister (1985); Salvendy (1987)
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B-8.0 COMMON "TOOLS" OF BEHAVIOURAL DATA COLLECTION

• for each of the following methods (sub-sections) include:
• when the method should be used
• resources required (personnel, equipment, time)
• a general description of the data collection process
• a general discussion of the nature of the data output
• a general discussion of the reliability of the data

collection method
• a general discussion of the types of HF activities which would

involve such a method for data collection
• source references for further detail and guidance

• for each of the following techniques (sub sub-sections) include:
• when the technique should be used
• resources required (personnel, equipment, time) - more specific than for method
• a rationale for the technique
• a general description of the technique
• a general description of typical forms and procedures
• a general discussion of overall effectiveness
• a discussion of the relationship between the technique and

other HF or related activities (where appropriate)
• source references for further detail and guidance

B-8.1 Objective Measures
B-8
B-8
B-8
B-8
B-8

.2 :

.1.1

.1.2

.1.3

.1.4

.1.5

Direct Observation Activity Sampling
Continuous Data Collection
Reaction Times
Checklists
Event Recording

Subjective Measures
B-8.2.1
B-8
B-8
B-8
B-8

.2.2

.2.3

.2.4

.2.5

Interviews
Questionnaires
Surveys
Ratine Methods
Scaling Techniques

• references: DOD-HDBK-763; Meister (1985); Salvendy (1987)

B-9.0 DESIGN INTEGRATION CONSIDERATIONS

• discuss the contributions that can be made with the output of HF activities in the
evaluation of each of the design integration activities
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B-9.1 Selection of Design Review Techniques
B-9.1.1 Design Criteria Checklist
B-9.1.2 Design Drawings
B-9.1.3 Visibility Diagrams
B-9.1.4 Mock-ups and Models

B-9.2 Human Factors Training for Design Team Members
B-9.3 Informal Design Review and Monitoring
B-9.4 Trade Study Involvement
B-9.5 Design Liaison
B-9.6 Involvement in Mock-up Development

» reference: DOD-HDBK-763

B-10.0 CONTRIBUTION FROM HF ACTIVITIES DURING DESIGN REVIEW

• discuss the contributions the output of HF activities can make in the evaluation of each
of the system lifetime phases

B-10.1 For Design and Development
B-10.2 For Commissioning
B-10.3 For Operations
B-10.4 For Decommissioning

B-11.0 REPORTING AND DATA STORAGE

• present the rationale for the reporting and storage of HF activities data as part of the
iterative design, development and evaluation processes

B-12.0 REFERENCES

B-13.0 APPENDICES

B-14.0 INDEX
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C-1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report discusses the development of specifications for the Human Factors Design
Integration Guide. This document is a companion document to the Human Factors Process
Document, and the Human Factors Activities Guide. The human factors design integration
document is a tool for the designer, as well as acting as a source for human factors design
guidelines applicable to nuclear facilities. These guidelines provide guiding principles and
rationale for the integration of human factors features into system design.

The Human Factors Design Integration Guide should be understandable and usable to a wide
range of users including non-specialists in human factors. Hence, the document should contain
no jargon, and explanations should be made in plain language. The document should contain
illustrations and tables where appropriate.

The specifications are organized according to plant areas. This approach allows the designer to
focus on the system, facility or equipment within the actual context of its use. Hence, design
features dealing with the process areas or maintenance areas of the plant, for example, will be
discussed in the section on "General Plant Design". The designer faced with the responsibility
of designing the control room can focus on the section entitled "Control Room Design". The
designer that is designing workstations for any purpose can turn to the section on "Workstation
Design". A fourth section, "Tools and Equipment" focusses on the finer components of a nuclear
facility which are used by personnel in any part of the plant.

C-2.0 SCOPE

These design integration guidelines will be applicable to a variety of nuclear facilities. The
examples and specific considerations for design will be taken from actual systems, facilities and
equipment found in nuclear power plants, fuel fabrication facilities, research and isotope reactors,
and nuclear waste management facilities. The design guidelines will include guidance for all areas
of human factors concerns such as the design of:

a) the panel-type control and display systems found in the control room;

b) the computer based systems for control, monitoring, administrative or other purposes;

c) the work and access areas of the plant or facility such maintenance shops, fabrication
areas, waste management areas, etc

d) areas immediately surrounding the actual components of the plant's operational equipment,
such as motors, pumps, valves, local controls and displays, pipes, fans, compressors,
heat exchanger elements, ventilation equipment, etc.;

e) and office and service areas.
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C-3.0 SPECIFICATIONS FOR THE HUMAN FACTORS DESIGN INTEGRATION
GUIDE

The following is a set of specifications that are to be used to define the look, function and
content of the Human Factors Design Integration Guide. The specifications are given as
follows:

• the Human Factors Design Integration Guide should be prepared in the spirit of the
ÀECB philosophy on regulation of nuclear facilities,

ie. licensees are only provided with system safety goals and general information
regarding various methods of achieving these goals, not specific criteria

• therefore the level of detail to be contained in the human factors design integration
document should be more general than most guides and all handbooks

• the document should address, but not necessarily be limited to, the topics outlined in
this specification (section 4.0)

• the document should contain the rationale for the consideration of human factors
principles with respect to the specified topics

• the document should contain references to appropriate handbooks, standards, and
other such documents to guide the user to possible sources of specific design criteria
for specific topics such as doorway clearances and exposure limits

• the level of detail should be equivalent to that presented in the example in Appendix
A of this specification
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C-4.0 SPECIFICATIONS FOR CONTENT

C-4.1 INTRODUCTION

C-4.1.1 Scope of the Document

• define the scope of the document for:

• nuclear facilities including power plants, fuel fabrication facilities, reactor
facilities, waste management facilities;

• control rooms, plant work and maintenance areas, plant operational equipment,
offices, service areas, storage areas, workstations, and accessways.

C-4.1.2 Human Factors Philosophy

• state AECB policy and approach to controlling nuclear facilities

• state the mandate for human factors in design such as:

• design for the user

• improve the overall design

• focus on front end analysis and involvement of human factors early in the design
process

• systems approach to design

• responsibility of the designer to understand human factors principles and to
integrate human factors features into the design

C-4.1.3 Applicability to Nuclear Facilities

• state that the focus of the document is on nuclear facilities

- consideration of radiation hazards
- focus on CANDU design uniqueness and specific operating requirements
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C-4.1.4 Objectives of Human Factors Design Integration
State the human factors objectives including:

promote usability of the design
promote safe, effective and efficient products
promote user health and safety
promote human reliability and maintainability

promote effective and efficient system supportability

C-4.1.5 Use of this Document :

C-4.1.5.1 Designers

State that the document is useful for designers, for the following reasons:

• guiding integration of human factors issues with design activity

C-4.1.5.2 Human Factors Professionals

State that the document is useful for human factors professionals, for the following
reasons:

• for assisting designers in achieving "user-friendly" design

• validating Human Factors features in designed equipment and facilities

C-4.1.5.3 Purchasing Department

State that the document is useful for purchasing personnel, for the following reasons:

• providing selection considerations in the purchasing of new tools and equipment

C-4.1.5.4 General Human Factors Usage

Discuss the following points, stating that the Human Factors Design Integration
Guide:

• provides personnel with limited knowledge of human factors with general
considerations and rationale for integrating human factors with design activity
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• directs an individual to documents containing detailed human factors design
guidelines or standards

• assists the user in applying human factors principles by providing a checklist
which reiterates important design features

C-4.1.6 Use of this Document in Relation to Other AECB Documents

• describe the coordination between the Human Factors Procedures Guide and this
document

• describe where in the human factors process (as indicated in the Human Factors
Process Guide) this document is used

• describe the Review of Human Factors Guidelines document and relate how its
contents can be used in the context of design activity

C-4.2 GENERAL HUMAN FACTORS PRINCIPLES

C-4.2.1 General Human Factors Principles

• discuss the general human factors principles in designing equipment and facilities for
the user such as:

standardization of interfaces and equipment features
strive for simplicity
recognize user expectations
consider user capabilities
make operation an obvious action
provide feedback where appropriate
ensure a foolproof design
consider safety hazards
provide labelling where appropriate

• documents such as EPRI NP-3659 and MIL-HDBK-759a should be referenced for
more details

C-4.2.2 Human Factors Principles Specific to the Canadian Nuclear Industry

Discuss the application of human factors principles to the Canadian nuclear facility,
concentrating on topics such as human-computer interface and automation issues
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Specific Human Factors Design Guidelines

C-4.3 GENERAL PLANT DESIGN

C-4.3.1 Layout

C-4.3.1.1 General Considerations

Describe and provide rationale for human factors principles such as:

• logical and efficient flow of people and product through the plant
• arrangement that provides direct links between different areas and workstations
• optimization of physical relationships between different facility components

such as:
workstations
operations personnel
supervisors
shared equipment
service facilities
storage areas
employee facilities areas (restrooms, lunch rooms, libraries, lounge areas)
offices
maintenance facilities
exits
waste management facilities
safety systems

provision of service areas around equipment
provision of sufficient work space
consideration of process and types of equipment to be accessed and used
provision of job aids where appropriate
provision of platforms, stairs, etc. where appropriate to provide access
discussion of the selection or design of equipment with safety features to prevent
accidental use or mis-use

C-4.3.1.3 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to the HF Guide for methods in task and worksite analysis to
determine the optimum relationships.
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C-4.3.1.4 General Reference

EPRI CS-3745 (1984), Woodson (1987)

C-4.3.2 Facility Access

C-4.3.2.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• direct or easy access to all areas where personnel require access
• design of most clearances for the 95th percentile male
• design clearances to take into account protective clothing
• design to allow wheeled access to most areas in order to facilitate the use of

material handling assists such as pump trucks
• "facility access" implies ease of ingress as well as egress
• design halls or aisleways to provide sufficient clearance to allow ease of

movement of personnel or equipment
• placement of equipment such that no hazards are caused, and that access is safe
• ensure that no unnatural postures or body movements are required to access

equipment

State that this document can not be used to justify any failure to meet building codes

C-4.3.2.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should be
listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis to determine the optimum
relationships.

C-4.3.2.3 General Reference

EPRI CS-3745 (1984), Woodson (1987), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987), NASA
Reference Publication 1024; Panero and Zelnik, 1979; MIL-HDBK-743A
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C-4.3.3 Maintainability

C-4.3.3.1 General Considerations

Briefly describe the following maintainability principles:

standardization of parts and equipment
restriction of special tool use
modularity
separate testing and adjustability
assembly and disassembly by a minimum number of personnel
"error-proof design
physical and visual access to equipment and associated hardware

C-4.3.3.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Activities Guide for methods in worksite and maintainability
analysis to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.3.3.3 General Reference

NUREG/CR-3517 (1986), MIL-HDBK-759A, EPRI NP-4350s, Bongarra, Van Cott,
Pain, Peterson, & Wallace (1985)

C-4.3.4 Signs, Labels & Coding

C-4.3.4.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:
visibility
standardization
universality of label and coding conventions
selection and use of colour
placement of signs for navigation through a facility
designation of workplace hazards and safety requirements
use of coding and labels to identify equipment and components

C-4.3.4.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should be
listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)
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Refer to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis to determine the optimum
relationships.

C-4.3.4.3 General Reference

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987), MIL-STD-1472D

C-4.3.5 Lighting

C-4.3.5.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:
• lighting limits and ranges for different classifications of tasks
• effects of lighting on behaviour
• direct versus indirect lighting
• properties of different types of lighting fixtures
• problems with glare and its control
• contrast levels applied to specific conditions and functions
• relationships between light sources, size of illumination areas, predominant

colours in illumination areas, etc.
• use of natural and artificial light sources
• illumination levels for specific areas of the plant
• selection and placement of emergency lighting
• use of portable light sources for maintenance in operational environments

C-4.3.5.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content)

Refer to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis to determine the optimum
relationships.

C-4.3.5.3 General Reference

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987)

C-4.3.6 Controls & Displays

C-4.3.6.1 General Considerations

Controls and displays are found in many parts of a facility, for both operational
and maintenance use. Refer to the control/display principles in the control room
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design section of this guide (section 4.4) for a complete discussion of rationale
and principles.

C-4.3.7 Heating, Ventilating, and Air-conditioning Systems

C-4.3.7.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:
• comfort zones and factors that affect them
• indoor comfort
• limits for human exposure to heat or cold
• safety and health effects
• cold and heat stress

C-4.3.7.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content)

Refer to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis and physical demands analysis
to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.3.7.3 General Reference

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987)

C-4.3.8 Floors

C-4.3.8.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• sanitary conditions
• high coefficient of friction
• comfort
• durability
• application of special floor features

C-4.3.8.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content)
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Refer to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis and physical demands
analysis to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.3.8.3 General References

CS 3745 (1984) and MIL-HDBK-759A

C-4.3.9 Environmental Hazard Control

C-4.3.9.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• identification of work environment hazards

• engineering controls which reduce radiation, vibration, etc. at its source

• engineering controls which reduce work environment hazards along the path

• selection and use of personal protective equipment

C-4.3.9.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content).

Refer to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis and physical demands
analysis to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.3.9.3 General References

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987)

C-4.3.10 Noise Control

C-4.3.10.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:
• identification of sources of excessive noise
• safety limits
• comfort and operational limits
• use of barriers (partitions, walls, baffles)
• use of dampening techniques such as gaskets, shock mounts, mufflers, etc.
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• effects on task performance and well being

C-4.3.10.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content).

Refer to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis and physical demands
analysis to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.3.10.3 General References

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987)

C-4.3.11 Vibration

C-4.3.11.1 General Considerations

• provide rationale for limits to the vibration environment
• discuss hazardous levels and effects to the body

• discuss the effects of vibration on:
• the manipulation of tools, equipment, controls etc.
• readability of dials and labels
• personnel's ability to perform their tasks without error or hazard

C-4.3.11.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content).

Refer to HF Guide for methods in worksite analysis and physical demands
analysis to deternu'ne the optimum relationships.

C-4.3.11.3 General References

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987)
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C-4.4 CONTROL ROOM DESIGN

C-4.4.1 Controls

C-4.4.1.1 General Considerations

Describe and provide rationale for controls with respect to characteristics such as:

compatibility between system controls and displays
control movement characteristics and dynamics
level precision in adjustment
arrangement and grouping
coding
labels
reliability & maintainability design
protection against accidental activation (guarding etc.)
control mounting
orientation of the control
control size and colour
grouping according to function, frequency, criticality and sequence

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• stereotyped behaviour and user expectations
• plant control/display panel design principles referring to emergency, operating

and maintenance functions
• use of data from function, task and link analyses to help define layout of

controls and displays
• anthropométrie and strength limits

C-4.4.1.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation and human-machine-interface
analyses to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.4.1.3 General Reference

EPRI 3659 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A and McCormick and Sanders (1993),
Woodson (1987)
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C-4.4.2 Displays

C-4.4.2.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

general display technologies
display illumination & light distribution
size and shape of display
vibration requirements
display types for various functions
location & arrangement
information requirements
labels and coding
reliability & maintainability design
coding of display information
use of colour

Provide a discussion of emergency displays (annunciators, audio alarms, etc.) and
safety display systems with respect to the following:

distinctive characteristics
simultaneous visual and auditory alarms
annunciator requirements for various levels of criticality
clarity and strength of alarm
location of alarm
reset requirements
logical relationship between displays

C-4.4.2.3 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation and human-machine-
interface analyses to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.4.2.4 General References

EPRI 3659 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A and McCormick and Sanders (1993)
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C-4.4.3 Human-Computer Interface

C-4.4.3.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

allocation of function
consistency in design
provision of physical analogues
expectations and stereotypes
stimulus-response compatibility
ease of learning, ease of use and functionality (memory requirements)
design for novices, experts and intermittent users
provision of multiple paths (menu navigation)
feedback, workload and individualization

Briefly discuss the general human factors principles applied in human-computer
interface design as found in MIL-HDBK-761A and Gilmore et al (1989) -
principles should include but not be limited to:

discussion of standard formats
rationale for grouping of information and spatial relationships
rationale for organization of groups of data, text and graphics
rationale for text types and text conventions
numerical conventions
use of attention getting devices (high-lighting, blinking, reverse video, etc.)
use of abbreviations and associated conventions
use of plain language
conventions for language and structure
use of colour
conventions for graphical information
use of icons, software created controls
use of windows
dialogue conventions and rationale
menu structures
command languages
help systems
input devices

Discuss the need for detailed cognitive task analysis data to emphasize the need
to design of the skills, rules and knowledge base possessed by the user

Discuss Human-Computer Interfaces with respect to the application of computers
for monitoring automated systems and for diagnosis of failures
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Discuss the use of HCI guidelines to improve the effectiveness and usability of the
computerized system

C-4.4.3.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content)

Refer to HF Guide for section on HCI analysis and rapid prototyping of HCI
designs.

C-4.4.3.3 General References

• MIL-HDBK-761A, Mayhew (1992), Schneiderman (1992) and Gilmore et al.
(1989), NUREG 45454

C-4.4.4 Communication Systems

C-4.4.4.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• defining communication links existing in nuclear facilities as considerations for
system design

• selection of communications mode (ie. visual, tactile, and/or some combination)
• identification of communicating environment constraints (noise, electro-magnetic

interference, distance, etc.)
• intelligibility of communication channels and quality

C-4.4.4.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer to HF Guide for section on task and link analyses to determine communications
needs.

C-4.4.4.3 General References

• MIL-HDBK-759A
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C-4.5 WORK-STATION DESIGN

C-4.5.1 Console & Panel Layout

C-4.5.1.1 General Considerations

Discussion should include a description of consoles and displays with respect to
general principles described in MIL-HDBK-759A.

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

placement of workstation
easy adjustability in all major components
design to be reconfigurable for various functions
workstation specific illumination
colour and texture of the surfaces
control/display integration (see section on controls and displays in this
document)

• determination of viewing distances and angles required for various functions
assigned to the work-station

• determination of ranges of height, depth, width and angle of work surfaces
(see section on work surfaces in this document)

C-4.5.1.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation and human-machine-
interface analyses to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.5.1.3 General References

e MIL-HDBK-759A, IAEA-TEC DOC-565, MIL-STD-1472D, EPRI 3659, EPRI
2411,EPRI 1118,Ivergard(1989), NUREG 0700, NUREG 1580, NUREG 5439,

C-4.5.2 Video Display Terminals (VDT)

C-4.5.2.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• adjustability of video display terminals to accommodate the majority of the
user population
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• physical requirements of VDTs (luminance, contrast, character stability, etc.)
• input devices
• arrangement of components
• monitor and keyboard location for specific tasks such as data entry, data

access, or interactive tasks

C-4.5.2.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation and human-machine-
interface analyses to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.5.2.3 General References

• ANSI-STD-HFS-100 (1988), NUREG 4227 (1985), CAN/CSA Z412-M89
(1989)

C-4.5.3 Seating

C-4.5.3.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• postural discomfort
• adjustability of worksurfaces and seating to accommodate the majority of the

population
• chair design features which can facilitate safe and efficient work
• chair design for specific jobs such as sit/stand work, vehicle operation, crane

operation, etc.

C-4.5.3.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections
should be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure
and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation analysis to determine the
optimum relationships.

C-4.5.2.3 General References
• ANSI-STD-HFS-100 (1988), CAN/CSA Z412-M89 (1989)
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C-4.5.4 Work Surfaces

C-4.5.4.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

• reach and clearance
• proper working posture
• adjustability of worksurfaces to accommodate the majority of the population
• selection and design of work surfaces used in various tasks

C-4.5.4.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation analysis to determine the
optimum relationships.

C-4,5.4.3 General References

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987), Panero and Zelnik
(1979)

C-4.5.5 Work-station Layout

C-4.5.5.1 General Considerations

Discuss rationale and general considerations for layout of components for work-
stations such as:

reach limitation and clearance limit principles
frequency of use
criticality
size
tasks performed at workstation

C-4.5.5.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation analysis to determine the
optimum relationships.
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C-4.5.5.3 General References

CS 3745 (1984), MIL-HDBK-759A, Woodson (1987)

C-4.S.6 Manual Materials Handling

C-4.5.6.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following factors
which affect safety in materials handling tasks:

• lifting capacity, biomechanical, physiological and psycho-physical principles
related to safety in materials handling

• material characteristics such as size, shape, weight, weight distribution,
couplings, temperature and radioactivity

• workstation characteristics such as height and location of object, object
destination

• task characteristics such as type of movement, frequency of movement,
duration of movement

Discuss the application of manual materials handling principles in the design of
equipment.

C-4.5.6.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for methods in workstation and physical demands
analysis to determine the optimum relationships.

C-4.5.6.3 General References

Chaffm & Andersson (1984), NIOSH (1981)
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C-4.6 TOOLS & EQUIPMENT

C-4.6.1 Tools

C-4.6.1.1 General Considerations

Discuss human factors principles regarding selection, design and or use of tools for
maintenance or fabrication

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

identification of poorly designed or mis-used tools
human physical requirements to use the tools
tool complexity
durability
standardization
potential hazards of tool use

C-4.6.1.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer the user to HF Guide for section on task analysis and anthropometry.

C-4.6.1.3 General References

Grandjean (1988), Woodson (1990) and Sanderson and McCormick (1992),
EPRI-CS-3745s

C-4.6.2 Personal Protective Equipment

C-4.6.2.1 General Considerations

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the selection and
use of personal protective equipment such as:

• importance of comfort and design principles
• HF aspects of body protection, respiratory equipment, head protection,

hand and foot protection, ear protection
• effectiveness of various types of personal protective equipment
• physical effects on performance such as bulk, weight, sensory deprivation
• durability
• fit
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C-4.6.2.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content)

Refer to HF Guide for section on task and physical demands analyses and
anthropometry.

C-4.6.2.3 General References

MIL-HDBK-759A, Grandjean (1988), Woodson (1990) and Sanderson and
McCormick (1992)

C-4.6.3 Operational Equipment

C-4.6.3.1 General Considerations

Present statements describing human factors design considerations for equipment
found in various locations of the plant.

Provide rationale and human factors design considerations for the following:

selection, design and use of system equipment
selection and placement of handling features for equipment
selection of fasteners, connectors, slides, cable-guides, etc.)
location of labels, displays and controls on equipment
design of interfaces that promote foolproof installation

C-4.6.3.2 Cross-References

• cross-references to other important design considerations in other sections should
be listed (see Appendix A for example of cross-referencing structure and content

Refer to HF Guide for section on task analysis.

C-4.6.3.3 General References

MIL-HDBK-759A, ML-STD-1472D, EPRI-CS-3745, Grandjean (1988),
Sanderson and McCormick (1992)
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EXAMPLE OF SPECIFIED DOCUMENT STRUCTURE AND CONTENT

NOTE : This example presents the general form of presentation the Human Factors Design Integration
Guide should take. Some details have obviously been left out for this example. Further
definition of maintainability considerations may be necessary following detailed examination of
appropriate documents and cross-referencing can only be attempted once the body of the entire
document has been prepared.

D-3.3 GENERAL PLANT DESIGN

D-3.3.1

D-3.3.2

D-3.3.3 Maintainability

D-3.3.3.1 General Considerations

General plant design should facilitate maintenance of the system and system
components. This can be achieved by applying the following principles to equipment
and facility design (MIL-HDBK-759A).

• Parts and equipment should be standardized whenever practical with
"ergonomically designed" equipment and tools.

For example, equipment maintenance is facilitated by using fasteners
consistently. Figure D-3.3.3-1 illustrates standardization of parts.

Poor Design
(inconsistent)

Better Design
(consistent)

Figure D-3.3.3-1 : Standardization of Parts and Equipment as a
Method of Improving Design
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• Special tools should be used sparingly. Specialized tools necessary for
operational adjustment maintenance should be located on, in or close to the
equipment for quick and easy location and use.

• Small modular components which can be easily removed and taken to the
maintenance shop for repair or a replacement should be favoured over
components requiring more than one person to remove them or requiring on-
the-spot maintenance.

• Rapid and positive fault detection are facilitated by components designed to
be tested and adjusted separately.

• Equipment assembly and disassembly should be possible to be performed
by a minimum number of personnel wearing appropriate protective equipment
in the operational setting.

• Improper mounting and installation of equipment to be prevented through
"error-prooF1 design. Figure D-3.3.3-2 illustrates one aspect of "error proof
design which prevents the installation of a similar-looking component.

Figure D-3.3.3-2 : Example of Errorproof Design of Components

Improper installation of components can be prevented by designing
physical measures to preclude improper installation. Only the
component on the right can interface with the equipment above
because of its geometry.
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• Physical and visual access to equipment and associated hardware can
be facilitated with human factors design considerations for.

• the provision of full physical and visual access to equipment, connections
and attachment hardware

• the use of lifting equipment, dolleys, and other job aids for handling hoavy
items

• ready access to supplies and spare parts

• type of access to be based on repair frequency, criticality and operational
location of replaceable unit

• potential hazards inherent in the equipment used, or the work environment

• size, shape and operational characteristics of accessways and hatches

• protective clothing and maintenance equipment, tools etc. for size and
shape requirements of hatches and accessways

• the location of equipment matches the physical abilities and limitations of
personnel (Chaffin & Andersson, 1984).

D-3.3.3.2 Cross-References

• Refer to other sections in this document for additional details on the
following:

• tools and equipment; p.
• layout, general plant; p.
• facility access; p.

Refer to the Human Factors Activities Guide for methods in worksite and
maintainability analysis to determine the optimum relationships.

D-3.3.3.3 General Reference

NUREG/CR-3517 (1986) and ML-HDBK-759A, EPRI NP-4350s, Bongarra, Van
Cott, Pain, Peterson, & Wallace (1985)
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INTRODUCTION

The AECB style manual (1981) can be used as a reference for most aspects of document style.
However, the manual is outdated in some respects, since most documents are no longer produced
on a typewriter. Desk-top publishing is relatively easy and should be applied in the production
of the Human Factors Design Integration document. Presented below are the recommended style
and format requirements for the Specifications document.

E-l.l Organization of Document

The document should be organized into sections as specified in the AECB manual.
However, if other sections such as a table of exhibits or glossary are required, they should
be placed in the same order as they are presented in section 4.0 " Specifications for
Content".

E-1.2 Page Layout

E-1.2.1 Paee Size. Paper Stock

• See AECB Style Manual (1981)

E-l.2.2 Title Page

• See AECB Style Manual (1981)

E-1.2.3 Text Presentation

• recommended format is same as that used in this report
• written in blocks of text, sub-sections indented
• figures and tables are contained within the blocks of text when possible

E-l.2.4 Headers

• in large documents (about 100 pages) with several chapters
• chapter or subject name printed at top of page

E-1.2.5 Page Numbering

• at top according to AECB style manual
• bottom, if headers are included
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E-l.2.6 Font

• serifed fonts such as Times Roman or Prestige Elite

• 10 to 12 pitch, 6 pitch ,.*,mmmm

E-l.2.7 Key Points in Text

• bold type facilitates skimming and emphasizes points for better retention

E-l.2.8 Headings

• use AECB style manual

E-l.2.9 Spacing

• chapters should begin on a new page
• paragraphs should be separated by a blank line

• lines of text should be single spaced

E-l.2.10 Margins

• use AECB style manual

E-l.2.11 Indentation

• paragraphs are not indented
• sub-sections are indented as shown in this document
E-l.2.12 Tabs
• tabs for indentation should be spaced one half of an inch to one quarter of

an inch

E-l.2.13 Justification

• full justification

E-l.2.14 Referencing

• the author and year of publication are placed within the text in round
brackets according to the standard style recommended by the American
Psychological Association (1983).
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• the full bibliographic listing is presented in a separate section near the end
of the document according to the American Psychological Association
(1983) standard format.

E-l.2.15 Numbering sections

• use AECB style manual

E-l.2.16 Capitalization of Headings

The headings should follow the convention presented in this document which is
a hybrid of the American Psychological Association and the Military
Specification for Technical Manuals, DOD MIL-M-38784B, as follows:

• major headings are BOLDED AND UPPER CASE
• next tier headings are Bolded and Mixed Case
• major sub-headings are Underscored and Mixed Case
• minor sub-headings are just Mixed Case

E-l.2.17 Abbreviations

• minimized use of abbreviations
• some acceptable acronyms may include HF (human factors), AECB

(Atomic Energy Control Board)
• abbreviations must be included in the glossary of terms or in a separate

glossary of abbreviations near the front of the document if ten or more
abbreviations are used

• clearly identify the acronym the first time it is used

E-1.3 Figures and Tables

E-l.3.1 Definition

• a figure is any photograph, diagram, drawing or icon used in a document
to support the presentation of ideas described in the text.
- Note that they must be referred to in the body of the document.

• a table is an organized arrangement of numbers or facts into rows and
columns

E-l.3.2 Size

• reduce the figure or table to fit within the block of text where it is
described whenever possible, but resolution and detail should not be sacrificed
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• figures and tables can be as large as a page or two facing pages if
necessary

E-l.3.3 Numbering

• figures and tables should be numbered according to the section or chapter
in which they are presented.

E-l.3.4 Location

• a figure or table should be located within a page of the text explaining it

E-l.3.5 Title

• any figure or table must have a descriptive title following its number
printed below the figure or table in bold type in the following format :

Figure 5.3.5-1 : Title

• further explanation may follow the title in normal font

E-l.3.6 Labelling
• six-pitch font is the smallest font that should be used in labelling figures

or tables

• abbreviations and symbols can be used in labelling, but they must be
explained under the figure or table following the title
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E-l.3.7 Graphics

• graphics such as lines, a box or shading can be used to separate the table
or figure from the main body of the text

E-1.4 Checklists

• a checklist should be provided for systematic and thorough treatment of human
factors issues

• the checklist should contain simple "YES" or "NO" boxes
• "NO" checklist responses must correspond with human factors deficiencies to

provide consistency, understandability of the checkpoint questions - deficiencies
can then be identified on the sheet at a glance

• it may also contain additional information useful for managing the program such
as :
- general comments
- action priority
- contact person responsible for that action

• a discussion of the use of checklists in program design, human factors activities
and design integration should include the following :
- advantages of using checklists (eg. it is a structured guide used to ensure that all
necessary actions have been performed)
- disadvantages of using checklists (eg. a checklist is a tool that presents ideas in
a serial format, not always adequately addressing functions which should be
performed simultaneously)

E-1.5 Writing Style

• The actual Human Factors Design Integration Guide will be written in prose as
opposed to point form.

• Writing style requirements will be objectively described in terms of readability and
strength. These indices can be obtained using software such as Key Grammar
Checker. This software will be used to ensure that the document will be
grammatically correct. Readability can be assessed in terms of the Flesch-Kincaid
Index (DOD MIL-M-38784b), the Flesch Index, or the fog index will also be
calculated. Although the document users are expected to have a higher level of
education, the readability goal will be no higher than grade 12 on the Flesch-
Kincaid Index. This ensures that the document is easy to read and is
understandable.

• The strength of the document will be measured with the Key Grammar Checker
software as well. Sentence strength will be improved when necessary by writing
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shorter sentences in the active voice which are free of jargon, slang or cliches.
As well, the document should be written to be gender-inclusive when possible.
Terms such as "man-machine interface" will be minimized or substituted with
terms such as human-machine interface.

E-1.6 Presentation of Document in Electronic Form

• this presentation format applies best to large documents such as the Design
Integration and Activities guiding documents

• the use of computers in design is becoming increasingly prevalent, therefore it is
a logical progression to specify that human factors activities information be
available in electronic form as well as on paper

• the following are considerations for transferring the human factors activities or
design integration document into electronic form

• types of systems are most often used by designers should be identified and
considered for selection of software compatible with that system
• IBM or clone based systems (this type of computer is the standard in many

industries)
• Macintosh based system (this type of computer has a built-in "user-

friendly" visual human- computer interface environment)
• cost of commercial software to present the document in a "user-friendly"

fashion should be considered
• consider programming with Windows-based or OS/2-based software which

will resolve the need for users to purchase commercial software just to
display the document

• if cost of software is not a major consideration, graphical interfaces with
multi-media data bases can be used very effectively

• program should be structured like a help menu in Windows containing:
• menus - click/select = shows text
• cross referencing to other important parts of the document
• glossary of terms
• search capability
• reference matrix indicating addition sources of information
• graphical representation of design features
• animation of processes if necessary
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